COSMIC EVOLUTION
FIRST PART:

What is the Sonree of Stellar Energies?
It is becoming more generally and more clearly recognized
t·hat the source of the sun's heat does not lie in the gravitational
contractio,n of the SUD. It is true that if the 811D had contracted
from infinity to its present size the heat thus generated would
be 8ufticient to supply the sun's present rate of radiation for
about twenty millions of years. Not only is there no evidence
that the sun was ever larger than it is at present, bnt, eveD,
though we grant th,at it was larger, twenty millions of ,years
is altogether inadequate to satisfy the geological requirements
as to the age of the earth. The methods of determining the
age of the, earth from the thickness of the sedime'Dtary I'ocks
and from the amount of salt in the oceans agree in giving a
minimum age of about three hundred millioDs ,of years, while
the radioactive method determines the age of certain of the
Archean rocks to be as high as 8,ixteen hundred millions of
years. It seems unlikely that e,~enthis figure represents the
ftlll age of the earth.. Estimates recent)" made by Ohamberlil1
alld by Lord Rayleigh rang'efrom three to ten billions of years.
Evidently the contraction hypothesis -fnrnlsbed.lessthan one.
percent of the amount of heat that is necessary for the life
history of the earth.
TtU1ling flkrom the study of the earth to a coDsideration
of the dynamics of stellarsyatems it is seen that the diftlcolty
is multipUed many fold. There are over eighty groups of stars
which are known as globular star closters. They contain many
thon8ands of stars in what seems like a very minute region
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of apace, although actnally their size is very great, for tIle
stal'8 of whi.ch they are composecl are don.btless, on the whole,
comparable with the SUD. Each stllr moves to and fro in the
eltlster under the gravitational attraction of all of the otbel
stars of the clU8ter. This process of oscillating back and fortll
has gone on for BO long 8 time that the clustersl13ve arrived
at· a steady state in which the motions .have become so unitorln]y distributed that the closter has a spherical s11ape \vitlJ
a decreasing stellar (lensit)t as ooe recedes frOD) the center of·
t·he cluster. For every star that approaches the center of the
cluster another recedes 80 that the general apIlearance of tllt~
cluster remains lloaltered t·hrongllout the ages. If Sitch a cluster
bas a rallil1s of tell l)arsecs (tllirt.ytbree light )rears) and con·,
tains one IlllD(lred tllousand stars of the same In'ass 9S O\lr SUD,
and these are conservative estinlR.tes, it WOll]ll reqtlire ten millioDS of years tor a single oscillation of the star, backwar(ls
and forward, across the cluster; and many thollsands of such
oscillations W0111d have occurred before the exquisite symlnetry
of these clusters would have been attained. As we have no
reason for S11pposing that they were .all starte<l l1pon th~ir
careers simultaneously, nor tllnt tbe.y have just arrived l\t the
state of equilibrinm, it is hard tlO escape the conclusion that
SOIDe of them, at least, are hundreds of billions of years old.
Yet, notwit.hstanding this great age, none of them exhibits
signs of (tecadence. They 8eelU to be neither youtbflll nor
senile; tbeil state is one of vigorolls luattl1'ity.
As for tho galaxy ItS a whole, it bas been remarked by
J enDs that if the gravitation between the sta.rs ·were 8uddenly
annihilated, the effect of this annihilation tlpOn the motion of
the stars wonld be imperceptible even after the lapse of ten
millio·ns of yen·rs, so slowly does the gravitative attraction. ot·
the galaxy aWect the motions of its individ\lal members.
Assuming that the radil18 of the galaxy is two thousand
pars·ecs (6,600 light years) and that the average velocity of
the stars is forty kiloDleters per second, a,nd t.hese are the
ordinary 8s8um.ptioDS of the astronoIoers; 888um"ing furthermore that· the galaxy is neither expanding nor contracting,
and this is a pure assumption as we have no definite knowledge on the subject, then the total masa of the galaxy is
8lightly greater than nine hllndred million times the mass of
t
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the SUD. Assuming that there are this many stars \vithin the
boundaries of the galaxy (some of this matter, at le.ast, is in
the ,Corm of nebulae) then some other star will approach Ollr
snn as close as the orbit of the earth OD an average of once
in four millions of billions of years. These close enconnters
are fundamental events in· the dynamics of the galaxy tor they
alter radically the distributions of the motions of the stars
and bring about that pa,rticular type of chaotic (listribution
of motions that is necessary fOIl a steady state. The studies
of Oharlier and of Jeans inllicate that the steady state has
not been attained in the galaxyJ fOl· in the stea(ly state we
should not have the llhenomena or star clu8oors, star CIO\lds,
nor star strealning. But notwithstanding that the steady state
bas not been fully attained, their conclllsio,ns are that the galaxy is well advanced towa·r(ls a steady state. It is Dot necessary, ott conrse, that two stars shoul(l approach as C]08,e to
one another as tbe earth is to the StIn in order to affect their
11lutual motions, and more distantenCOtlnters are much more
numerous. But Jeans bas shown that it takes the more distant
encounters forty thousand million year,s to produce a cross
velocity of one kilometer per second, and he agrees with
'Oharlier that a cross velocity equal to the velocity of the
stars WOltl(1 reql1ire 8 lllillion billion years.
These restllts are not sufficIent to enable tlS to compute
the ageot· the galaxy, but tIley are 8l1f6.cient to indicate
sOloetbing of the order of magnitlille ot· its age. It CliD hal,lly
be less than thousands of billions of yearsJ, and it seems Bluch
IDora probable that it is of the ar(ler ott millions of billions
of' years. These figures are startling" and would leave 118 in
a somewhat skeptical f·rame of lnind were it not for th,e tact
that we have been somewhat prepal·ed for their reception by
the eqnally startling penetration of the astronomers into the
depths of space. It has long been a commonplace among
them that the galaxy is a physical unit 80 great that it takes
light from ftfteen to thirty tholtsand years to measore its
diametel'. Even though we bear in mind that light travels
three hundred thousand kilometers per second and that there
are over tbirty one and a half millions of seconds in a year
we appreciate but faintly the stupendous scale upon which
the galaxy is boUt. It is roughly a billion times the size of
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the earth's annltal orbit about the

SUD.

It is certain that we

cannot reflect npon such a magnificent organization without
being prepared to grant that the time-sca·le required in its
building is ,eqnally magnificent. The apparent motions of the
stars in a,million years as seen i-rom tbeearth is ·less than
the familiar terrestrial motions going on abollt us in a aiDgle
second, and on Buch. B 8(~Ale it would reqnire over two millioll
billion years to correspond to a single life time of three 8COlle
years and ten. Such aD analogy, ot' course, is useful only in
so far 88 it is helpfltl in maintaining oor sense of proportion.
Although the geological evidences do not carry us as far
back into the past as do the dynamical ones, nevertheless they
aIle extremely valu,able in that they assure 118 of the steadiness
of the slln's light and lleat t,hrollgllollt the geological record.
The dynamics of the stellar systems deal only with the distriblltions of the stellar velocities under the action of gravitation,
and it is ql1ite immaterial in these studies whether' the stars,
are hot or cold. If the contraction of tIle stars were the on.Jy
source of stellar heat, in a few hllndred Dlillion years the stars
WOllld all be dark and relatively cold bodies; but the distri·
btltion of the velocities nnder the action of gravitation WOltld
go on jtlSt the saIne. Eventually, that is to say after the lapse
of a certain number of millioDs ofbillioDs of years, a steady
state of motion will llRve been practically attained whether
the stars continne to be incandescent or not; and if the masses
remain nnalter,ed, the galaxy bas an allDost indefinite fotll1·e
~efore it after it has attained the s,teady state. But the ev i-

dences of geology, so' far as they go, indicate that the state
of incande8cence is one 01' permanence, and this is confirmed
b.f the com.plete lack ,ott evidence of the existence of cold,
solid bodies of' stellar mass.
The energy of the sun's radiation is about 3 x lOSS calories of heat per year. The radiation of the faintest known
star is about one two hundredth of this, while the radiation
of 811Ch brilliant stars as Rigel and Oanopus must be a thousand
or perhaps ten thousand times as great. How can such prodigioul energies be maintained ·throughont the vast intervals
of time which the dynamics of stellar systems seems to indi*
cate; and fnrthermore, what becomes of this energy after 'it
haa a8stlmed the form, of radiation' Bhall we think of it as
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spen(ling an eternity upon a voyage which admits of no oth,er
incidents than a very rare reflection from or -absorption by
sonle physical object with a consequent increase in wave
length' Or, shall we think of the radiant form of energy as
but a. phase in a grand cycle of existence! Obviously, sucll
ql1estions are fundamental ones in 8 rational ,cosmology. 'Ve
cannot hope to answer them directly froID experience. The
best that we can do is to frame our answers in accordance
\vitb some ch08en system of postulates and test them by their
harmony or discord with Ollr astronomical and 011r physical
knowledge.
To most people it seems desirable to think of space as
euclidian andinftnite; the physical universe 8S infinite in
extent, and such portions of it as come tInder our observations
not essentially peculiar as co,mpared with other portions; that
our ,epoch of time has nothing essentially nniql1e about 'it;
and that, considered in a stlfficiently large way, the physical
'lniverse is not tending towards some state which is inherently
different from that with which we, are familiar. Finally, we
recognize that the physical universe is organized into units,
sttch as atoms and molecules, crystals and cells, stars an,d
galaxies, each of' which is an organization of smaller units
endowed with a certain aIDonnt of energy and possessing its
own peculiar properties. We have no reason, for supposing
that the electron is the smallest physical I1nit, Dor, indee(l,
that there is any smallest physical unit whatever: ao(lsimilarly
that there is no largest one. If we accept these posttl1ates,
then onr cosmology, if it is rational, must be consistent with
thelD, and at the same time in harmony with allot the
known foots in every domain of physical scienc,e. As tbe
hypotheses of ph,ysical science are ra,rely, if ever, in complete
accord with all of the known facts, even when the field ca.
vered by the hypothesis is a relatively 8tnal1 one, it is hardly
to be expected that the hypotheses of cosmology will be of
a clifferent character.
Oonslder for lit moment a dilute solution of a chemical
salt in water. If it were impossible to obtain concentrated
solutions in the laboratory, and if our observations were limited
to a modest range of dilntion, we might conclude that the state
of the salt in the solution was but little affected by a change
l
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in the dilution, for such would be the results of our experiments. Actnally, we are able to carry the concentration to
a point where a gradual change sets in and crystals appear.
A similar error would result if onr experiments in temperature
were limited to bnt a few degrees. We would not recognize
that a change occurs in the physical state when the tempera~
tore reaches a definite point."
These analogies should be useful to 118 in considering the
effects of pressure. Such pressures as. we can obtain in the
laboratory affect the melting point, the rigidity and the density
of & substance, but in general we think of a substance as
being unaltered by pressure. One hundred thousand atmospheres is perhaps the upper limit of our experiment an(} this
is a very modest range lL9 compared with the tremendous
pressllres that are develope<l in the interiors of the astronomical bodies by the force of gravitation. The pressure at the
center of the earth can scarcely be less than three million
atmospheres. For astronomical bodies of the same densities
the pressure at the centers varies directly as the square of
the radius; 80 that a planet of t\vice the diameter of the eart~h
and (.f the same density \vould be subject to twelve DlillioDs
or atmospheres pressure at the center. But if such a planet
were made of the same materials ,88 the earth - an altog6th~r
reasonable aslumption - then the extra. amount of pressltre
would result in an increase of density and therefore a still
farther increase in the pressure at the center. As we do not
know the law connecting pressnre and density we cannot com..
pute jU8t what the pressure would be, but it is certain, at
least, that in astrononlical bodies in the same solid ,o·r liquid
state and composed of the same materials, the pressure at the
center increases faster than the square of the radius, provided.
the pressures are great enollgh to affect the densities, .and
the larger bodiea will have greater densities than the smaller
bodies.
From an astronomical point ·of view the earth is tit small
body,. althongh it is the largest aolid body \vith which we are
acquainted. Planets and satellites smaller than the earth soom
to be solid like the, earth itself &D,d of amaller density" while
bodies larger than the earth are largely if not wholly g&SeOllS
and of mtlcb smaller density than the earth. Thus the earth
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seems to be near a maximum of density, and from the point
of view of pressure this would seem to indicate that the pressure at the center of the earth is approa.ching a critical pre,..
sure beyond which a solid o-r liquid state ,cannot exist. In
other words, a soli<l or liquid bod,y much larger than the earth,.
aD(l composed of the, same substances, cannot exist on account
of the great preSS1U8S developed in the interior. It is not
reasonable to suppose that any organize(l structure, Bnfl the
atol11 is known to be Sitch, can withstand an 110lilllited amOullt
of violence. We are not at liberty therefore to suppose thu·t
80lid or liql1id bodies can increase indefinitely in size, for the
pressure at the center goes up faster that tbe square of the
ra<lius.
Just what the maximum size is we cannot tell from any
laboratory experiments on matter, but we can examine the
various astronomical bodies in the solar system, antI this examination suggests that the earth is not far from the maximtlm
size. The Dext larger body in the system is Uranus with a
mass 14,4 times the DIRSsof the -earth, a,nd then NeptllDe
whose mass is 16,7 times the mass of the earth. If they were
of the same density 8S the eartl1 their di.ameters would be
abollt 2,5 tilnes the diameter of the earth Bnd their cen tral
pressures WOlllll rise to abol1t twenty millions of atmospbefeB~
Actually they are not 801i(1 bodies, for their densities are 1,44antI 1,09 respectively, 8S compared with a density of 5,-5- for
the earth. It will be observed that Neptlloe is sliglJtly Inore
lnassive and slightly less dense than Uranus. These facts
imply that the mass ot· Uranus is greater than themaximulll
solid mass, and conseqnently a, large portion of its mass is
in the gaseOt18 state. Neptune is slightly farther from tbt.1
maximllm point, and a greater proportion of its m888 is in
the gaseolls state since its density is smaller.
Sa.turn is the next larger body with a mass 94 times the
nl888 of the-earth. If it were as dense as the earth its diameter would be 4,0' times the diameter of the earth and ita
centrale pressure W0111d be about seventy five millions of
atmosphere. Its density, however, is only .63 that of water,
nod it is probably altogether gaseous.
This orderly relationship between the masses oftbeplanets
alld their densities very strongly suggests that the pressure
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at tbecenter of the earth is approaching 1\ critical pressure,
at which the atoms begin to break down and their internal
ellergies take the form of heat, a larger portion of the ma&'J
t,akes a gaseous form and the mean density ,of the planet diminishes. With a sufficiently large mass the heat generate<l
would be sufficiently great to make to the entire ma.ss gaseous,
and this seems to be the case with Satllm.
It is evident tha·tif all of the atoms at the center which
,are subjected to so great pr,essnres should break down and
,yield up their internal energies simultaneol1s1y &, violent explosion WOll1d, ensue, and some such cataclysm may be the cause
of temporary stars. But it is by no meSDS necessary to SUllpose that this is the case. If we think of the atoms 88 in
motion then the temperature and pressure at the center manifests itself to the individual atoms by the violence of their
collisions. When we consider the very large nUDlber of atomR
which enter into the problem and the great v,ariety of their
motions it is seen that the problem is a statistical one. The
process begins when the pressttre and tempera,ture are what
would be called «perfectly safe» by the collision of a pair of
atoms which happen to be JDovingat speeds which are far
above their normal speeds. The event is a very rare an(!
unusual one, and the heat generated does not noticeablyaifect
the general mass.
With increasing mass, and its accompan)"ing higher' presSllres and temperatures, these extraordinary colllsions become
IDore freqnent, tho,ugh still excessively rare, and the temperature begins to rise. 'Vith rising temperatures tbe permanent
gases hydrogen, b,elium, nitrogen, oxygen, etc., are driven from
their chemical compounds, and the atmosphere is increase,d
at the expense of the solid mass. B1venttlally, tbat is for
811fficiently greatmos8, the solid part becomes hot throughont,
aod water exists only in the atmosphere. The importance of
this will be appreciated by the fact that our own atmosphere
WOllld be increased three hundred times if tIle oceans were
vaporized. The earth would be covered with a thick mantle
of clouds; the dlam,eter of the earth, 88 measured by an observer on some other planet would be noticeably increased,
and the mean density ,conseqoently decreased. Rising temperatures witll increasing maR.c§es WOllld give exactly the ~
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of the Laplacian condensation hypothesis, for the solid

mass would gradually pass over into the gaseous state. No
explosion would occur if the body under discussion were built
up slowly 80 that the process of adjustment was gradual, an(l
not, by the necessities of the case, a violent one.
While this change in the physical state is in progress
there is a decline in the mean density since ,the conversion
of- a solid into a, gas would result in a considerable ineresse
of volume. But if a mass, already gaseous, should be still
flmber increasell, the resulting increase in pressure WOllld
reSlllt in a greater density, for there wOltld be DO increases
of ~olnme due to the conversion of solids into gases.
If the assnmption that Saturn is wholly gaseoU8 is correct
then we should expect Jnpiter, which is more than three tim'e8
as D1Rssive as Saturn, to be ID.ore dense than Saturn; ,Bnd
this is actllally the case, for the density of J npiter is 1,25,
or about twice that of Saturn.
If we ha<l a planet three times as massive as Jupiter,
we should expect, it to be more dense than J llpiter for the
sanle reason that J llpiter is lnore dense than Saturn. But
the process of increasing density with increasing mass could
not go on indefinitely with gaseous masses any more than it
COl1ld with solid masses., The heat generated by the high
temperatl1res and pressures in the interior would increase
gl~'),tly with larger masses llntil the expansive tendencies,
tlno to the heat generated" just balanced the compressive
effects due to gravitation, and there wOlud be a second
maxiInum in the densities. For still greater masses the expansive forces of beat would exceed the compressive forces, and
the density would again decline. We have no means of
knowing for what ID.888 this maxirDum densit,y would occur:
perhaps fifty times the tna8S of Jupiter. There is also some
minimum gaseonsmass which would become incandescent due
to its generation of heat. It seems natlIral to identify this
with the mass of lnaximl1m density, although in reality the
two may be different. This point of maximum density would
then separate large gaseous masses into two classes, the dark
gaseous and the bright gaseous or stellar. The SUD is one
thousand times aa massive 80S Jupiter, and it i8 in a state of
intense incandescence, indicating that it is far beyond the
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point of lna:rlmum density. Its density is 1,4, or sliglltly
greater than that of Jnpiter.
We should DOW examine the consequences of this hypothesis that the energies of the stars are derived from a break
down of the atoms due to the intensity of the gravitational
stresses to which they are subjected in the interior of a star,
and 'this is what we will do in the next second part of this
article.
Chicago, U,.iuersity.
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